
SapphireSM for Healthcare
Wireless Performance Optimization

In healthcare, the need for medical grade wireless networking presents many challenges. Hospital wireless networks with 100’s of 
access points are very complex. Operating medical devices and patient care equipment in such an environment, without sufficient 
data for decision making, causes network management to be very difficult and may carry significant risk for patient care.

Sapphire for Healthcare, by 7Signal Solutions, offers a unique WLAN network performance 
optimization system that monitors the “last mile” from the Access Points (APs) to end-user devices. The 
industry’s only pro-active and passive monitoring solution for end-user devices such as laptops, 
smartphones, tablets, and more. Sapphire proactively identifies devices that are having performance 
problems and enables IT staff to more quickly identify and fix critical user performance problems, 
including:

- FTP uplink and downlink throughput improvements
- Reduction in packet losses
- Decrease client device retransmission rates
- Reduce end-to-end network delays

The Sapphire Difference

Sapphire connects the wireless user performance experience directly and immediately to the 
source of each problem. It facilitates automated monitoring of critical “last mile” of wireless 
environments from the AP to the mission critical application or device.

Until now, wireless network monitoring tools were only able to identify failure or poor performance at the 
network element level, like a failing access point device or lack of resources in a switch. This was helpful 
in identifying many equipment failure issues, but did not provide detail as to the cause or impact to 
end users. 

Now that wireless networking is becoming more widely accepted and used by hospitals for things such as  
electronic medical records, wireless voice communication, patient monitoring, “carts on wheels”, IV 
pumps, and other clinical applications,  it is critical that wireless networks are highly reliable, and 
perform at an optimal level. 
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Sapphire enables IT staff to respond and troubleshoot network problems much faster and more efficiently 
than network monitoring tools provided by wireless network providers. Users of hospital wireless 
connectivity can expect much better wireless network performance, enabling clinicians to focus 
completely on patient care.

Real Results

Akron Children’s Hospital had a mission to roll out its wireless medical records and process control 
system to all hospital locations. The IT staff was concerned that their existing wireless network lacked 
reliability and performance to support their user community. Tom Ogg, CIO of Akron Children’s opted 
to install a 7Signal Sapphire proof of concept system in its NICU. Initial results proved to be very 
promising, and Ogg elected to install in several critical clinical areas: ER, OR, and PACU and 5 remote 
clinical locations.

After the installation of Sapphire for Healthcare, Tom said, “When we activated Sapphire, instantly, 
numerous wireless issues appeared that we could never find before. 7signal helped us quickly pinpoint 
and fix dozens of wireless problems before our new electronic health record system was deployed.” The 
result was better wireless service and support for all classes of wireless end-user applications.” 
Significant performance improvements were realized immediately. Highlights of the improvements 
included:

- 30% reduction in packet losses
- Access point retransmission rates decreased 33% from current level
- Client device retransmission rates decreased 33% on a daily average
- FTP uplink throughput improved by 50% (minimum daily average)

For more information about 7Signal Solutions, Sapphire for Healthcare, the industry’s only WLAN 
Performance Optimization Solution that connects the user experience with the source of each 
performance degradation, visit www.7signal.com 
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